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A few years ago 1I saw a picture unfortunately 1I dont remember where that immediately caught my attention and made me ponder about it for a long time the picture showed two women who
seemed to be at one of the gates of the tabernacle in temple square
salt lake city one of the women was blonde tall and elegantly
dressed the other was black shorter than the blonde woman and
simply dressed the blonde lady was embracing the black lady in a
tan
very tender manner and since the black lady wasnt as tall
taii as the
tail

other her head was at the blonde ladys upper chest the blonde
lady had her head leaned and rested over the black ladys head
while her hands were placed over the others opposite face
since at that time I1 was still grappling with a couple of
recent negative experiences involving what I1 thought to be racial
discrimination my first reaction to that picture was one of a certain
uneasiness was that picture 1I then thought some sort of prototypical or maybe stereotypical view of what the 1978 revelation on priesthood meant to many of the members of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints was that picture a symbol of
non black latter day saints in america had in their minds
what nonblack
a condescending acceptance of some presumedly lower class
group who needed to become like us in order to perhaps who
knows gain some form of lower class existence in a celestial
inner city
A short while after that my reaction shifted from concern to
mere curiosity after all time is still a good medication for certain
types of misunderstanding and I1 found that what had occurred to
me might not have involved any racial discrimination at all what
remained was just curiosity regarding what those two ladies in that
picture might have been thinking when the picture was taken and
what they might have thought if anything when they saw the
picture published
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today we can have a glimpse of possible answers to these
questions by reading jessie embrys
embras black saints in a white church
this book is the report of the findings of two major studies 1 in
depth interviews of 224 black latter day saints conducted as part
of the charles redd center for western studies LDS afro american
oral history project and 2 a survey of approximately 200 black
latter day saints in the united states in jessie embrys
embras own words
the book is a group biography of those who participated in
both studies
my first impression was extremely positive 1I read her book
while on my way to a research trip in brazil and for the first time 1I
wished a plane trip would have been longer after some thinking
1I concluded that this group biography as embry called
caned it is indispen sable to LDS church leaders especially those who serve racially
pensable
mixed congregations 1I also thought the book to be historically
invaluable this opinion is based on the following three reasons
1 the personal accounts featured in the book give us an in
depth view of what it was like to be a member of a racial
anny
affy mixed denomination that at the same
raciaffy
racially
minority in a raci
time it emphasized christian fellowship and association
was ambiguous regarding the worth of fellows of races
other than the dominant one
2 this study has put on record one major example of what 1I
call the cultural dimension of mormonism 1I have recently
argued that this culture grows out of the religion called
mormonism but as time goes by it tends to develop a life
of its own independent of the original religion and in
great part of its official doctrines parallel to that since
this culture also exists within the context of a broader
national culture it also absorbs many elements of this national identity and psyche
3

throughout the book we find examples of strong faith
that can very appropriately be compared to that of the
early LDS pioneers of the nineteenth century

by now some may be asking to what extent 1I might be exagge
gerating in my assessment of the historic value of the contents of
this book 1I would respond by reminding them of the uniqueness
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of the challenge blacks in general had to overcome in order to
become members of the LDS church the native americans and
polynesians
sians were recognized as descendants of lehi and heirs
the Polyne
of great promises the jews were regarded as the original beneficiaries of the abrahamic covenant the arabs were also considered heirs of abrahamic blessings through ishmael but never
was a group so undervalued as were blacks a fact subtly but still
effectively addressed in chapters 2 and 3 of black saints in a

white church

1

black saints although not
addressed from a doctrinal standpoint by embry is the inconsistency that existed before 1978 between the revealed doctrines of
jesus christ and the prevailing racially based social structures
this is not a new subject in fact racist thinking has been a part of
religious practice throughout history As extreme examples we
may mention the many holy wars that have been undertaken
from ancient times until our days the conflicts in the so called
middle east including the gulf war and the wars after the breakup
of the old yugoslavia all these had a religious component that
despite not being addressed by the popular media was very much
a part of the issue in dispute
throughout the past two or three centuries christian
denominations in general supported african slavery based on
existing racist doctrines and explanations among the explanations existing in nineteenth century america we find one written
by buckner H payne in 1840 published as an article in 1867 and
later expanded and published by charles Carroll 3 in book form in
1900 which contended that blacks were not descendants of adam
and eve but were one of the many kinds of beasts created by the
hand of god according to carroll that would be the reason why
blacks could have been subjected to slavery and also the reason
why interracial marriages should be strictly forbidden carroll
even went to the point of suggesting that interracial marriages
were the reason for the flood and one of the reasons why christ
suffered on the cross other christian denominations discussed
whether or not blacks had an immortal soul that needed to be
saved many in the scientific world of that time fueled such absurd
beliefs with their findings based on skull measurements body
shapes odors and other variables
A recurring theme throughout
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it was in the midst of such a doctrinal scientific cultural environment that the early leaders of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints developed their policy in regards to blacks today
it is almost impossible to determine to what extent if any at all
they were affected by the theologians scientists and other
respected thinkers of their day As a black twentieth century LDS
high priest 1I want to believe that my brethren in the nineteenth
century may have decided to avoid the issue until further revelation on the subject would be granted a course of action I1 myself
followed on a couple of occasions while serving as a bishop
under such a hypothesis the priesthood ban could be understood
in our days as a temporary precaution that ended up being mistakenly regarded as a commandment from on high
nevertheless regardless of my hypothesis the fact is that we
can see a subtle connection between general culture and church
policy when we consider such beliefs as the one that says that
blacks have been deprived of certain blessings in this life either 1
because they were less valiant in the premortal existence which
belief still survives in the 1990s despite the 1978 revelation or 2
because abel had to be vindicated for 6000 years before cains
descendants could be forgiven for what cain did
by considering such folk doctrines and past sociocultural environ ments 1I arrive at the conclusion that those blacks who became
ronments
latter day saints up to the early 1970s who at times had their inherent and eternal worth and potential denied by a few individuals
and still remained true to the faith despite all logical arguments
rightfully and honorably deserve the title of modem mormon pioneers and defenders of the faith god bless them forever
jessie embrys
embras book black saints in a white church records the firsthand accounts of the experiences of some of these
men and women of god we read how they adopted a new life and
new beliefs that caused some of them to be ostracized by their
families friends and communities but even more important than
learning of the opposition they faced we read about their inner
fellow shipped in mostly
feelings and testimonies as they were fellowshipped
white congregations about how they formed eternal friendships
fingering prejudices
as saints and how at times they were hurt by lingering
and stereotypical beliefs
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we also read of their assiduous attendance and faithful service in spite of limitations even when requested to no longer
attend church meetings with their white brothers and sisters
that led me to conclude that the presence of these black saints in
places where any degree of racial prejudice had been a historical
constant allowed people in those places to better evaluate their
own christlikeness and to learn more about the true nature of

gods love for his children
should pause here and say that despite these testimonials
this book is not written for a general audience looking for a faith
promoting birthday or holiday gift for example 1I recommended
the book to my oldest teenage children but 1I also told them to
read it only after they become more mature in the gospel and in
life in general
A few significant things in my opinion are still missing in this
study and I1 hope to see some of these addressed in the future
because of my interest in the cultural dimension of mormonism 1I
see that in order to get a balanced picture of the subject 1I need to
learn the story of the black saints as seen by the white church the
book addresses the perceptions of black members in relation to
their white counterparts but it doesnt deal because it was not the
original purpose of the oral history project with the perceptions
and experiences of the white members which 1I have found to be
quite diverse and of those of many other races in the church in relation to the issues discussed in the book for example priesthood
ban prejudice and cross cultural communication and socialization
other important omissions are 1 information on what those
black members who were not in full fellowship in the LDS church
at the time of the study might have had to say about their experiences and 2 a commentary on the unauthorized persistence of
infamous pseudo doctrines such as the one that says that blacks
will never get to the celestial kingdom despite the 1978 revelation
from a social scientific standpoint a few more questions still
need to be answered are the problems mentioned by the respondents unique to mormonism how prevalent are these problems in
other religious denominations and in the larger american society
dr martin luther king jr reportedly said that the church hour on
sundays is the most segregated hour of the week in america
I1
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thus it is conceivable that any racial concerns in the LDS church
even if only mild ones could be the natural result of a combination of two factors 1 the growth of the LDS church which
brings thousands of new converts every year from an
all walks of life
ali
ail
which converts do not abandon their old prejudices overnight
and 2 the fact that the LDS church does not segregate its congregat ions consequently forming racially mixed congregations that
gations
may simply bring to fight
light the prejudices that already exist in the
larger society
but all in all it was not the purpose of the oral history project
to provide definitive answers to these lingering questions thus to
be fair the book must be read and evaluated vis a vis its original
purposes in which case it passes with the highest marks

NOTES

for a complete overview as far as public records allow read lester E
bush jr s Mormoni
sms negro doctrine an historical overview in neither
mormonisms
white
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buckner
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woite supremacy and negro subordination or
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